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I. Introduction
The Third Edition of Kebbi State Budget Town Hall Meeting for the Proposed 2022 Budget was held
both virtually and physically at the Presidential Banquet Hall, Birnin Kebbi, on 11 November 2021. The
objective of the Budget Town Hall Meeting was to facilitate citizens’ participation in the budget
process. This inclusive and transparency inclined process also aimed to engage the people of Kebbi as
part of the deliverables of the State Government Open Government Partnership Agreement under
commitment area 1- Fiscal Transparency.
Presentations by Hajiya Aisha Usman, the Permanent Secretary, KBMBEP, on the review of the 2021
Budget Performance (Jan-Sept.) and Abba Sani Kalgo (PhD), Honourable Commissioner, KBMBEP, on
the Proposed 2022 Budget, set the foundation for constructive deliberations among all participants.
The goodwill messages from development partners and particularly the Co-Chair of OGP in the State,
Mallam Ibrahim Ngaski, attested to the State Government’s commitment to fiscal transparency and
improved citizens’ participation.
His Excellency, the Executive Governor of Kebbi State, Senator Abubakar Atiku Bagudu, along with
members of the State Executive Council, the judiciary and the legislature, attended the event. The
2022 Budget Town Hall provided opportunity for peoples to demand accountability from Government
and enable the duty-holders to present their working solutions and challenges. At the end, suggestions
were collated from the public and questions were answered appropriately.
Video recording and caption from the meeting are available at the Kebbi State Government YouTube
page: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVxkfRjXxAY
II. Welcome Address by the SSG
The Secretary to the State Government, Alhaji Babale Yauri, ably represented by the Acting Head of
Civil Service, Sufyanu Garba Bena, delivered the welcome address for the third Budget Town Hall
Meeting. He read as follows;
“It is with a great pleasure that I welcome all of you to yet another edition of budget Town Hall Meeting- 2022
Budget Town Meeting”, which is an initiative of His Excellency, the Executive Governor, Senator Abubakar
Atiku Bagudu to engage citizens in the State budgetary processes. The successes recorded during the execution
of 2021 budget even though it still in operation is no doubt the springboard that gave us the hope that next
year’s budget is going to be an exceptional execution especially with your good and valuable inputs today. It is
my fervent hope that your inputs are going to be collected and packaged together by the Ministry of Budget
and Economic Planning towards having a consolidated 2022 budget.
To this end, let me once again welcome members of the State executive council for their untiring support in
making sure that all inputs from their various ministries are collected by KBMEBP and reflected in the 2022
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budget. A thumb up should also be given to the State legislative members for the speedy manner they handled
the passage of 2021 budget for the accentuation of the executive which resulted in the early implementation
of the budget that eventually led us to the preparation of 2022 budget, which Insha’Allah will be implemented
earlier than the 2021 budget.
While welcoming our development partners, NGOs and all well-meaning people from various organisations in
the State and beyond, let me crave the indulgence to let you understand that your inputs are always utilized
in constructing the budget in order to have balance and all-encompassing public budget. I have no doubt in my
mind that the overview of the budget performance and its highlight to be presented by the Permanent secretary
and commissioner of KBMBEP shall suffice as a testimony to all that have been mentioned before.
Let me conclude by thanking all and sundry who have contributed in one way or the other in the preparation
of the budget and staging of the Town Hall meeting. Once more, I welcome everyone wishing all us happy and
smooth deliberation. Thank you very much”.
III. Presentations
Session 1
Hajiya Aisha Usman, Permanent Secretary, Kebbi State Ministry of Budget and Economic Planning,
presented the “Review of the 2021 Budget Performance”. According to her, the year 2021 was
characterized by Covid-19 that disrupted even the strongest of economies. Nigeria was no exception.
The resilience of Nigerians and the effort of the Federal and State Governments helped coping through
the period. During preparation for the 2021 Budget, Kebbi State had hoped that its projected external
revenues would improve across sources. The State IGR has been increasing but not at an adequate
rate.


The 2021 Budget was in the total Sum of One Hundred and Forty One Billion Six Hundred
and Forty Four Million Two Hundred and Seventy Thousand One Hundred and Nineteen
Naira (N141, 644,270,119). Capital Budget – N92, 010,230,333 and Recurrent Budget – N49,
634,039,786. The Recurrent Budget comprised- N32, 885,808,603 Personnel Cost and N16,
748,231,183 Overhead Cost.



By September 2021, the revenue performance of the various summary sources are; Internally
Generated Revenue (IGR) 72%, Statutory Allocations 66%, Value Added Tax 90%, Opening
Balances 85%, Internal Loans 0%, External Loans 0%, Grants 3%, Miscellaneous 12% and Sales
of Government Assets 0%. Overall revenue performance stand at 43%



By September 2021, the expenditure performance of the various summary sources are;
Personnel & Overhead Cost 58% and Capital Expenditure 18%. Overall Budgeted Performance
stand at 32%.
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Capital projects undertaken within the period include; State and Rural Roads N2.9bn,
Provision of Special Service (Security) N 2.5bn, Universal Basic Education Board (UBE) N4.7bn,
Construction of Mosque and Islamic Schools N1bn, Provision for SEMA N510m, Water Supply
& Rural Electricity Across the State N743m, Feeding Welfare to Schools N1.5bn, Payment of
Outstanding Liabilities N543m, Kebbi State Scholarship Fees N480m, Electrification of towns
& Villages N488m, Land Acquisition and Payment of Compensation N755m, Construction of
Boreholes Schemes N457m, Social Support Programme (Women Group Coop) N364m and
ACRESAL Project (Counterpart funding) N500m.



The major challenge with performance review has to do with late submissions of expenditure
returns by MDAs, some partner programmes and World Bank supported projects.

Session 2
Abba Sani Kalgo (PhD), Honourable Commissioner, Kebbi State Ministry of Budget and Economic
Planning, presented “the Proposed 2022 Budget for Kebbi State- Budget of Economic Consolidation”.
In his opening speech, he recalled that at the same event last year he had started by lauding the
Administration of His Excellency’s inclusive and accountable governance approach. This year however,
he preferred to start by making some bold predictions, as follow;
“In 10-20 years from now, a different generation of Kebbi citizens will gather for presentations like today. They
will ask questions and interrogate government revenue and spending plans, as though it was usual thing to do.
They might even take the privilege for granted because it was what they have grown up doing. However, as
they ask the questions and think nothing of it, there would be a few historians among them who would remind
them that there was a time when bureaucrats determined spending plans inside closed air-condition rooms at
Gwandangaji. It was during the administration of Senator Abubakar Atiku Bagudu that Kebbi State turned that
corner. The few historians would remind them that it was because of Senator Abubakar Atiku Bagudu’s
commitment to open, inclusive and accountable governance that they now have the privilege to ask that
questions because open and inclusive governance was institutionalized in the State. This will be one of many
enduring legacy of this His Excellency’s administration”
He added that for the first time, a detailed and properly designed MTEF formed the basis of the
proposed 2022 Budget. The process started as early as the first quarter of 2021 with bilateral
discussions which involved all stakeholders including; the traditional institutions, CSOs, NGOs, Local
Government, professional associations, etc. The 2022 Budget has also been translated into Hausa
language. It is the Budget of the people, by the people and for the people.
Key Points of the 2022 Proposed Budget


The 2022 Budget was prepared in Line with the Kebbi State 2022-2024 Medium Term
Expenditure Framework; It was based on a benchmarked oil price of $60.74 in 2022 for
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London Brent (Bonny light usually trades a few cents above Brent Crude); Oil production was
benchmarked at 1.8 Million Barrels Per day; Inflation rate was estimated at 16.63%; and
Exchange rate at N411 per Dollar.


The proposed 2022 Budget is in the total sum of One Hundred and Eighty-Six Billion, One
Hundred and Twelve Million, One Hundred and Sixteen Thousand, Four Hundred and SixtyFour Naira (N 186,112,116,464). Capital Expenditure– 125,059,664,781, representing 67% of
total and Recurrent Expenditure – 61,052,451,684, representing 33% of total. Recurrent
Expenditure summary comprises; Personnel Cost – N36,193,541,804 and Overhead Cost –
N24,858,909,880.



The 2022 revenue and expenditures general summary details include; Internally Generated
Revenue (IGR) N14,249,106,951; Statutory Allocation N51,919,284,684; Value Added Tax
(VAT)

N20,057,753,156;

N24,526,716,664.50:-

Opening

CBN

Bridging

Bank

Balance

Loan

N6,893,001,165;

N15,626,716,664.50,

Internal
Cares

Loans

Program

N3,900,000,000 and Family Homes Fund Housing Loans N5,000,000,000; External Loans
(RAAMP etc.) N804,262,180; Grants N47,632,518,804; Other Faac Transfers & And
Miscellaneous Revenues N7,208,756,259; and Sales Of Government Assets N12,820,716,602.


Significant Borrowings in the 2022 Budget include the CBN Bridging Loan of N15bn that is
expected to fund- Infrastructure (roads, Bridges, State Secretariat and stadium), School
Renovations, Primary Health Care Centers and Hospitals, Urban Renewals and Water
Resources. Another is the N3.9bn CARES program that is expected to fund- Cash Transfers,
Food Security, and Support for SMEs in the State



Capital expenditure summary by sectors include; Economic Sector N 44,331,132,936,
representing 35% of all sectors; Social Sector N 40,460,567,587, representing 31% of all
sectors; Environment Sector N 6,439,500,000, representing 7% of all sectors; and
Administration Sector N 28,808,463,757, representing 23% of all sectors.



Some of the proposed top capital projects for 2022 Budget include the Construction of
State/Rural Roads N7.2bn; Universal Basic Education Board (UBE) N6.3bn; Provision of 2000
Housing Units N5.3bn; Feeding Welfare Support to Schools N3.bn; Provision of Special Service
(Security) N3.6bn; Construction of State Secretariat N3bn; WeCan Programme for Youth
over 225 Wards N1bn; Rehabilitation of Roads N2.5bn; Purchase of Tractors N1bn; Purchase
of Assorted Fertilizer N2bn; Payment of Outstanding Liabilities N5bn; CARES (P for R)
FADAMA N3.9bn; Land Acquisition & Payment of Compensation N1.4bn; Infrastructural
Support for State Housing Prog. with PPP N1.5bn; etc.



Independent bodies like BudgIT ranked Kebbi State as the fifth (5th) best fiscal performing State
in Nigeria. One index used to measure State viability as an independent entity revealed that
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Kebbi ranked seventh (7th). In terms of ability to finance capital expenditure after fulfilling all
repayment obligations to lenders, Kebbi ranks number three (3).
In concluding his presentation of the proposed 2022 Budget, Honourable Commissioner contended
that the 2022 ‘Budget of Economic Consolidation’ is ambitious and it prioritized key sectors for
economic growth.
IV. Goodwill Messages
Kebbi State OGP Co-Chair’s Remarks
Mallam Ibrahim Ngaski congratulated everyone in attendance for witnessing the third edition of Budget
Town Hall Meeting in Kebbi State. He contended that the Budget Town Hall Meeting was part of the
deliverables of the Open Government Partnership agreement that Kebbi State Government had signed
on to. He recalled that the specific commitment area related to Fiscal Transparency, which is to ensure
citizens participation in all the State budgetary processes. He acknowledged that Civil Society
Organizations made inputs during the budget formulation process and appreciated the Kebbi State
Ministry of Budget and Economic Planning for its open door policy.
He called on all other MDAs to embrace the same principles. He made some other requests;


That the State Government should try to complete all yet-to-be completed projects in the
State;



That the State Government should renovate the dilapidated structures especially in the
Educational sector.



That Budget Town Hall Meetings should be cascaded to the grassroots, meaning that there
should be Community Development Plans across political wards in the State. In addition, Local
Governments should hold their Budget Town Halls.



CSOs and other stakeholders be part of the public budget hearing at the State House
Assembly.

In concluding, he urged all CSOs and NGOs in the State to “ensure that anytime they are engaging
the State Government it should be done in civil ways.”
UNICEF
Mallam Isa Ibrahim, UNICEF representative, congratulated the State Government for organizing the
2022 Budget Town Hall Meeting whose aim is to provide opportunity for citizens to participate in the
budget process and improve their understanding. He believed that this showed the State Government
is committed to carrying the citizens along on steps of government programmes, policies and agenda
setting for the overall development of Kebbi. He proceeded to appreciate the State Government for
the conducive and enabling environment being provided for development partners. According to him,
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UNICEF’s work in the State is to expand opportunities for children so that they can reach their
potentialities. He therefore acknowledge the effort of the State Government in providing goods and
services to the children through improved access to health, education, immunization, protection,
water and sanitation.
UNICEF requested / recommended;


That His Excellency accent to the Child right bill passed by the State House of Assembly.



That the State intensify efforts to generate more IGR.



In light of rising poverty, prevalence of diseases and inflation rate, the health sector allocation
and primary healthcare allocation should be reviewed upward to 15%.



Primary education allocation should be reviewed upward to 25%.



That a review of the placement of teachers and health workers in the State should be done in
favour of rural areas.

OXFAM Nigeria
Mallam Usman Faleye, State Coordinator-Oxfam-OSAID project, appreciated the Kebbi State
Government for the leadership in continuing the organization of Budget Town Halls since 2019. He
shared news about the ranking of Kebbi State by the Fiscal and Transparency Initiative as 8 of 36 States
in the country based on their State Transparency and Integrity Index for 2020. According to him, this
showed that Kebbi is improving compared to where she was in the last 4-6yrs. In addition, Kebbi State
OGP Action Plan has been submitted at the global level which meaning that by the time all resolutions
are met, the State would be a global player. He noted that Kebbi State needed to intensify effort at
internal revenue generation.
He re-introduced the new Oxfam Strengthening Active Citizenship for Improved Service Delivery
(OSAID) project to His Excellency and described what the project is about. It is Oxfam’s plan to
support the scale up of citizens engagement through the promotion of Community Development Plans
across the 21LGAs of the State. He recommended that the State increase agricultural and industrial
investments in 2022.
USAID IHP
DR. Aisha Senchi, representative of USAID IHP, congratulated Kebbi State for the milestones recorded
from the budget transparency and integrity ranking. She introduced what IHP is doing in the State
which are health system strengthening through service delivery across the 21LGAs in the State. She
thereafter appreciated the State Government for the enabling environment and ensuring effective
collaboration of all Stakeholders. In addition, she appreciated His Excellency for the rapid
implementation of the current health financing reforms in Kebbi State. IHP recommended;
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The approval of the equity funds for KACHEMA to enable the agency pay for the 25%
mandatory counterpart fund which if not paid by 2022 the 39 lives currently accessing free
care might not have that access again.



Rapid operationalization of the drug medical supply management fund.



Request upward review of health allocation to 15%.



Requested for more capital project releases for the health sector.

V. Interventions from the General Public
Moderated by: Dr. Muhammad Kabir Kamba, Technical Adviser to His Excellency on
Entrepreneurship and Industrialization.
Q-Question; A- Answer; S-Suggestion; and R-Response
1) Muhammad Nasiru Karofi, Team Lead, Risk Communication and Community Engagement, National
Orientation Agency.
Q. Why are constituency projects not categorically captured in the State Budget, as it is done
in the National Budget?
A. Hajiya Aisha Usman, PS KBMBEP, explained that there was a meeting with the House
Members on how to reflect constituency projects in the Budget. It was agreed that constituency
projects need not be explicitly spelt out in the Budget. However, they identified projects like
construction of feeder roads, construction of Islamiyah and Mosques, Provision of Boreholes
and Empowerment Programmes. Therefore, Honourable House Members did some of the
amounts spent on these items in 2021 performance review.
S. National Orientation Agency is ready to support the Government in distributing the
translated copies of the Budget to the grassroots if given the wherewithal.
Q. Since trends has shown that receipts are usually lower than projection, could the State
consider reviewing downwards its budget size projection due to risk of non-performance?
Supplementary budget may suffice if there is need for increase.
A. Hon. Com. KBMBEP answered that the size of our budget reflect the size of our aspiration.
He added that the budget was designed using a properly developed MTEF, meaning that
historical trends were used to arrive at the budget size.
Q. Can we have a mechanical sweeper that will facilitate refuse collection in Kebbi State? KUDA
could be moved from Lands to Environment to leverage on WASH facilities.
R. Hon. Com. KBMoEnv responded that there is provision to do the transfer even though there
is currently shortage of staff due to retirement but Government is working to address that.
S. Introduction of revenue targets to Local Governments in order to raise their revenue
performance.
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2) Abubakar Bagudu Kalgo, National Publicity Secretary, National Shea Products Association of
Nigeria.
Q. Why is Kebbi State still battling with low IGA, given the abundance of resources in the State?
A. Hon. Com. KBMBEP stated that there has been a year-on-year increase in IGR in the State.
During the Covid period, His Excellency introduced a-12month Covid Tax Relief that started
September 2020. It is expected that IGR would increase significantly given the new rates
available and now that the covid-19 tax relief regime has ended.
A. Chairman Board of Internal Revenue also stated that IGR has been progressively increasing
in Kebbi, as shown by figures since the year 2017. With the new laws now in operation, citizens
are rest assured that revenue will increase. In terms of under-performance of agricultural
revenue, the Board had noticed it and have started working together with Ministry of
Agriculture and Natural Resources and Ministry of Animal Husbandry, to addressing the
challenges. Other challenges being faced by the Board include; Shortage of revenue collection
staff; Citizens not abiding by the law to pay their taxes as at when due; Public service constitute
80% of taxpayers in the State, etc.
S. In light of climate change, he advocated for more allocation to the environment sector.
R. Hon. Com. KBMoEnv responded that the Ministry is keying into a World Bank supported
project called ACRISAL. It’s 720m USD fund for all the Northern States and 20m USD for Kebbi
State. The fund will address issues of Environment, Climate Change and SMART Agriculture in
the State. There provision to construct dumpsites across the LGAs in the 2022 Budget. He
added that Kebbi is now a member of ICLEI. And hope to access climate change funding through
it.
3) Abdullahi Umar Waziri, representing His Royal Highness Gwandu,
S. Government need to mop up excesses of grains currently in the market for safety grants in
the future. The silos constructed by the Federal Government should be put into use for this.
S. There is expectation of water shortage, which could create farmer-herder crises. So, a
solution should be looked at. Kebbi State need to start harvesting water for agricultural
purposes especially during dry season.
S. His Excellency should visit a village in Gwandu that has started gari production.
4) Abdullahi Ali Usman, National President, Joint National Association of Persons with Disability,
S. Appeal to His Excellency to consider the establishment of a Disability Commission in Kebbi
State Budget. His Excellency also need to sign the State disability bill.
5) Abdullahi Ali Usman, National President, Joint National Association of Persons with Disability,
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S. Appealed to His Excellency to consider the establishment of a Disability Commission in Kebbi
State Budget. His Excellency also need to sign the State disability bill.
6) Comrade Nafiu Umar, Chairman, Youth Advancement, Re-orientation Counseling and Advocacy
(YARCA)
S. Appealed to State Government to consider the establishment of more vocational training
schools in Kebbi. He said the Government could complete the one in Ambursa Town to add to
the vocational training schools.
R. Hon. Com. KBMBEP mentioned that sometime in July, a letter was sent to His Excellency
conveying presidential approval for the establishment of the Agricultural Machinery and
Equipment Deployment Institute in Birnin Kebbi by the National Institute for Science and
Engineering Infrastructure.
R. Hon. Comm. Lands announced that there is a new development from the Nigerian
Automotive Design and Development Council that has requested for land from Kebbi where
they will establish a mechanic workshop. They have chosen Waziri Umaru Polytechnic and
construction is underway. When completed, that would be another vocational training
opportunity for young people in the State.
7) Abubakar Sa’adi, representing His Royal Highness the Emir of Zuru.
S. Wanted to have the two presentation documents by Perm Sec. and Hon. Comm. KBMBEP.
S. Wanted the KBMoEnv to look into the rate at which trees are converted into charcoal in
the State.
8) Nasiru Bello, State Chairman, National Association of SMEs.
Q. Did not see line items relating to SMEs in the 2022 Budget. In addition, what is the state plan
regarding access to funds by MSEs?
A. Hon. Com. KBMBEP listed the line items pertaining to MSEs available in Ministry of
Commerce like the provision of seed capital of over N150million. He also added the CARES
component for SME, which is about N780million grant. Another one he listed was the Zero-oil
targeted at SMEs for N50million and many more. There is also active engagement of Bank of
Industry and the Nigeria Export Import Bank for accessible funds to MSEs in the State.
VI. Other responses:
Prof. Suleiman Khalid, Executive Chairman, Kebbi SUBEB, responded to comments made by the
representative of UNICEF and Ibrahim Ngaski of the OGP on Education sector allocation. According
to him, there are a lot of development partners programme and interventions in the education sector
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not included in the budget. He advised that the State Government be appreciated for its efforts in the
Education sector, especially when compared with other States and FG, rather than criticized based on
some small challenges.
Dr. Kabir Kamba announced that the State Government was into collaboration with the Federal
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment, together with the African Enterprise Initiative, to support
cassava production in Kebbi. The support would also include linking the producers to the international
market. There was also plan to revitalize an Export Processing Centre for Crops in the State. In
concluding the session, he expressed the State Government’s commitments to exploring every
available opportunities for the betterment of the people of Kebbi.
VII His Excellency’s Message
Senator Abubakar Atiku Bagudu, the Executive Governor of Kebbi State, greeted everyone present
and participating at the third edition of Kebbi State Budget Town Hall Meeting for 2022 Budget. He
was certain that the deliberations so far highlighted the remarkable success of the Budget Town Hall
Meeting in building trust between government and non-government stakeholders. He noted that this
was particularly strengthened by the signed OGP agreement. Therefore, His Excellency appreciated
and congratulated not only the Honourable Commissioner for Budget and Economic Planning and his
team for their efforts, but also everyone in the State that have been making the sacrifice to move
Kebbi forward.
Reacting to the 2021 revenue projection and performance, His Excellency wondered what could be
the critical minimum revenue that should be enough for 5million people in order to completely fund
State priorities with no under-investment. He hoped that Kebbi State Ministry of Budget and Economic
Planning could organize discussion on this someday. This was also in light of UNICEF’s judgement
about Education spending per pupil and Health spending per individual in the State. For instance, he
quoted an OECD survey that recommended Primary Education spending of nothing less than 700 USD
per pupil. He hoped that development partners could lead meaningful dialogue on addressing such
funding gaps while the State continue to do the very best it could do.
Reacting to the IGR performance of the State, His Excellency commented that having 150 thousand
taxpayers, with 80% of them being public servants, in a State of 5million people was too small. His
Excellency wondered why people that have supposedly benefited from programmes like the Anchor
Borrowers Programme and doing better have yet to be featured in the State tax base, regardless of
whether they are paying or not. He shared experience from the “US where even newborns are given
tax numbers meaning that the tax system will reckon with the individual when he or she comes of
age”. He wanted Kebbi State to be trailblazer in replicating such system where at least 1million people
could be assessed for tax.
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In concluding, His Excellency expressed the commitment of his administration to investing more in
the health, education, agriculture, environment, sport, MSE and other sectors. He also urged
beneficiaries of loan interventions in the State to cultivate the habit of respecting contracts so as to
project their creditworthiness to attracting more financial intervention. He expressed his appreciation
to everyone for their active participation in the 2022 Budget Town Hall Meeting.

Acknowledgement:
The rapporteur for this event is Bashir Kukoyi, from the Kebbi State Ministry of Budget and Economic
Planning.
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